Copper Foil & Tools
Copper and Specialty Foils are used in making your Tiffany style lamps and window
panels. The adhesive backed foil is wrapped around each piece of glass to be soldered
together. The narrower foil sizes will produce a more delicate lead line and use less solder
as well. Each 36 yard long by 1.25 mil thick roll is individually wrapped for long shelf life.
Actual size foil widths are shown at right.
NOTE: Copper foil pricing subject to metals market fluctuations.
Copper Foil
Edco brand is the finest quality, ‘dead soft’ foil, for easy and secure wrapping of
all your glass pieces.
Black Backed Foil
Eliminates the inner copper-colored lip visible on clear glass, bevels and mirror
when black patina is used on your solder. (Easier to see than to explain!)
Silver Backed Foil
Eliminates the copper-colored lip that will show thru clear glass, bevels or mirror
when leaving a piece unpatinaed.
Scalloped Copper Foil
Creates a very attractive and decorative edge on those special stained glass
projects!
6” Wide Copper Foil Sheet
Used for cutting custom overlays and filigrees.

Thinline Foil Pattern
Shear
New design
allows your
cut paper pattern to
glide over your hand without
interference. Thinner (0.8 mm wide)
stainless steel center blade will let your glass
pieces fit tighter. Includes FREE rasp sharpener.
#3526

Pattern Shears for Foil
High quality 3-bladed pattern
shears. Unlike cheaper brands that
cut unevenly, these stainless steel shears
cut true every time! Removes 1⁄32” from your
pattern to allow for the thickness of copper foil
in your design. Accurately cut patterns mean
less glass grinding later. Contoured handles for
hours of comfortable cutting.
#6506
Glastar Foiler
A professional tool to
speed up your foiling.
Features a small
crimping wheel
to foil tight
inside curves,
adjustable peeler
for stripping foil
backing, overhangs
table edge to foil large
glass pieces, accepts
3 sizes of foil.
#3027

3/16”
7/32”
1/4”
& 3 Foiler Set

Reinforce Your Work
Thin, flat braided wire is
inserted between your foiled
pieces, and when soldered
over becomes absolutely
rigid! Adds hidden strength
and durability to any copper
foiled project. Outline
the perimeter of your
(Actual Size)
panel or lampshade to
create a strong and attractive edge.
#5425
25 Ft.
#5400Q 100 Ft.

Strongline Reinforcement
See the beauty of copper foil, but feel the strength of steel! Reinforce your larger
foiled and leaded panels to prevent future bowing. Strongline is a thin, copper
coated steel ribbon only 1/8” wide that is invisible in your soldered or leaded
window. 25’ roll can reduce or eliminate the need for bulky external rebars.
#SL25

5/32”

Copper Foil
3/16”
#4532
5/32”
7/32”
#4316
3/16”
#4732
7/32”
#4014
1/4”
1/4”
#4516
5/16”
#4038
3/8”
5/16”
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#4555
Scalloped
#4006
6” x 36” long
3/8”
Black Foil
#B4316
3/16”
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7/32”
5/16”
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1/4”
Silver Foil
#S4316
3/16”
#S4732
7/32”
6” x 36”
#S4014
1/4”
Mix & Match All Foil for Quantity Discount!

Hand Foilers & Foil Crimper
Hand foilers apply foil to a piece of glass
automatically centering it. The result? An even,
perfect application without bubbles or creases.
So easy, you can actually foil with your eyes
closed! Available in three sizes, to apply 3/16”,
7/32”, or 1/4” foil. A companion to the hand
foilers is the crimper, which folds and adheres
foil to both sides of your glass in one quick step!
#4481
#4482
#4483
Crimper
#4480
Crimper
#4484

Copper Foil Widths

Foil Roller
The comfortable 8” long foil
roller will speed up your foiling as
it crimps, burnishes, and smooths all
sizes of copper foil.
#3016

Copper Foil
Dispenser
Keep your
various
foil sizes
neatly organized.
Dispenses up to 7 rolls of foil or the largest
slot can hold scissors, knife, etc.
#3012
Take the Fuss Out of Foiling
Portable tool that dispenses,
applies and crimps foil in
one smooth process! Unlike
hand-held foilers and other
machines, the
Table Foiler
creates a flat,
sturdy work
surface that adds
control for even
the most intricate
foiling projects.
Just guide glass
into the roller
and go! You’ll
be able to foil more quickly, consistently and
precisely than ever before. Enjoy perfect foiling,
time after time. Includes rollers for 3/16”, 7/32”
and 1/4” foil.
#4004

